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“The only acceptable finality for human activity is the production of a subjectivity that is 

auto-enriching its relation to the world in a continuous fashion.” 
Felix Guattari, 

Chaosmosis: An Ethico-Aesthetic Paradigm 
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(2/14) IN THE BEGINNING, THERE WAS THE WORD 
 
It was just an innovative tactic. 
 
“Lemon.” 
 
That’s all the headline read.   
 
But for those who could see beyond the letters and into the word, there was much more to 
read.   
 
“Lemon” was a declaration.   
 
It announced that marketers no longer sold products.  They sold confidence.  Happiness.  
Security.  Belonging.  Freedom. 
 
It signaled a shift in the fundamental activity of marketing.   No longer did marketing 
educate.  It manipulated.   
 
Marketers made us see the world, our personal worlds and their clients products 
differently.  Their hands turned truth into perception and perception into truth.   
 
“Lemon.”  
 
It was an innovative tactic that became the modern marketer’s gospel.    
 
 
 
(3/14)  THE GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY WON’T BE GOLDEN 
 
We now approach the golden anniversary of modern marketing.  But in reality, it may be 
anything but golden. 
 
Every action image makers have taken over the last fifty years has both built their regime 
into the dominant school of marketing and, at the same time, laid the groundwork for its 
demise:   
 
#1 As the practice of image making ballooned, so too did the number of ads. Marketing 
messages now register as white noise.  In fact, studies reveal people can’t recall much 
difference between them.  Everything blends together.    
 
#2 To compensate for the public’s growing numbness to marketing, image makers 
resorted to more disruptive, intrusive and predatory tactics (spyware, email spam (CRM), 
mail spam (DRM), urbam spam (outdoor ads) and mobile ads for example).   This has led 
to public revolt.  Cities are passing laws prohibiting outdoor billboards.  New ad-
eliminating technologies are flying off the shelves. Government bodies prevent many 
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image makers from targeting young children.  Lawsuits are brought against the most 
manipulative. 
 
#3 Image makers – particularly advertisers – are skilled at creating irrational exuberance 
to a fault.  It’s just as the old saying goes, “The best way to kill a bad product is with 
good advertising.”  Image makers – more often than not – make promises the pitched 
products couldn’t keep.  Burned too many times, the public has grown wise and become 
marketing literate.  They can see beyond the veneer of communications to critique their 
construct and intent as well as any trained marketer.  
 
#4 These undelivered promises also undercut the field of marketing’s credibility.  Slowly 
but surely marketers earned the reputation as hucksters.   They are now seen as the least 
credible voice in the conversation about products and companies.  
 
#5 Every dollar spent to gain attention today was a dollar spent to minimize attention 
tomorrow. By subsidizing current and emerging media outlets, image makers were the 
financiers of the current fragmented media space.  On the back of ad-revenue, media 
companies flooded the market with free content and an ever expanding list of media 
outlets.  Now image makers find themselves struggling to capture the attention levels 
they once did.  And they shoulder much of the blame.  
 
#6 The image maker’s skill in persuasion was both his greatest skill and greatest flaw. As 
social critic Christopher Lasch observes in The Culture of Narcissism:  “Advertising 
manufactures a product of its own: the consumer, perpetually unsatisfied, restless, 
anxious and bored. Advertising serves not so much to advertise products as to promote 
consumption as a way of life.”  In other words, image makers devalued loyalty.   
  
So as we approach the regime’s golden anniversary, we find the groundwork for its 
demise almost complete: 
1. The fractured mediascape and marketing literate public have eroded the image maker’s 
power to persuade. 
2. Marketing – as a source of information – has destroyed its own credibility. 
3. The public is organizing and revolting against image makers.  
4. Its financiers – clients – have lost faith and are walking away: 

“What you have been selling for the last 50 years no longer works.” 
 John Stratton, CMO Verizon Wireless, Madison & Vine Conference 2006 

 
“For decades Pepsi’s marketing focused on big budget commercials made 
by BBDO, but its newest brand campaign, unveiled early this year, 
downplays big commercials in favor of custom-designed soda cans, 
consumer created billboards and a passel of funky websites. [David] 
Lubars [BBDO Chief Creative Officer] would love to tackle all of this, but 
Pepsi has turned to outside design and Web specialist for much of the 
work.” 
Business 2.0, “A Hard Sell” 
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"I'm fed up with agencies coming in every few months to say the world is 
changing. I get that it's changing... (but) other than the speech that things 
are changing, I haven't seen much evidence of it in how agencies have 
been spending my money." 
Stephen Norman, Global Marketing Director, Fiat 

 
No regime can last long in such a crisis. 
 
 
 
(4/14) MORE OF THE SAME 
 
But the Image Regime refuses to accept its death sentence just yet. 
 
Efforts to regain relevancy have consisted of repackaging old behaviors as innovations.  
Appearing relevant seems to be more important than becoming relevant.   
 
For instance the New York Times article, “It’s an Ad, Ad, Ad, Ad World” (8/6/07), 
informs its readers that Digitas and Publicis are building a global digital ad network that 
uses offshore labor to create thousands of versions of ads for viewer personalization. As 
David W. Kenny, chairman and chief executive of Digitas announced: 
 

“Our intention…is to build the global platform that everybody uses to 
match data with advertising messages.  There is a massive transformation 
happening in the way consumers live and the data we have about them, but 
very few companies have stepped up to it yet.” 

 
The article goes on: 
 

“Digitas uses data from companies like Google and Yahoo and customer 
data from each advertiser to develop proprietary models about which ads 
should be shown the first time someone sees an ad, the second time, after a 
purchase is made, and so on. The ads vary, depending on a customer’s 
age, location and past exposure to the ads.” 

 
In response to “massive transformation happening in the way consumers live,” 
these image makers offer two answers: 
1. Spam the globe more efficiently.  
2. Add a Big Brother element to advertising by making it hyper-personal.  
 
Digitas and Publicis – and many other agencies not noted here – are simply 
turning up the dial on the same behavior that led to marketing’s current crisis.   
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(5/14) THE IMAGE REGIME LACKS 
 
Image makers should heed the advice of Albert Einstein: “You can’t solve a 
problem with the thinking that created it.” 
 
Unfortunately, leaders of the Image Regime are not capable of new thinking.  
 
In his book, What is Philosophy?, Gilles Deleuze insisted, “We do not lack 
communication.  On the contrary, we have too much of it.  We lack creation.  We 
lack resistance to the present.” 
 
Though he was not talking of marketing, Deleuze comments ring true to the field. 
 
On one level, image making is a complicated process.  Such complication arises 
from the nature of its currency: feelings. Feelings are intangible, difficult to 
describe and suffer from wide-ranging interpretations and associations.   
 
In general, it is difficult for people to properly articulate their feelings.  Therefore, 
when an entire industry is built around conversations about feelings and the 
creation of feelings, no one can get anything done because most of the time no 
one is 100% sure what their co-workers are talking about or what they need to 
create.  
 
So the industry develops tools like focus groups, ad testing, brand architectures, 
communication architectures, brand measures, positioning statements, brand 
essences, brand pillars, brand personalities, brand onions, pyramids, archetypes 
and other esoteric tools and vocabulary to make the murky notions of feelings 
more cogent and actionable.  However, this results in a lopsided use of time – 
ninety percent of which is spent trying to figure out what the hell everyone is 
talking about and what they need to do.   
 
On another level, image-making lacks resistance to the present because it forces 
all thought and activity to the middle.  For example, the Image Regime dictates 
the only problems marketers should find and solve are unprofitable consumer 
perceptions.  No need to look for anything else.  As a result, the answer is always 
the same: “Let’s tell them something new to think.”  This more often than not 
limits the range of solutions produced: mainly message baring outputs like PR, 
ads, DRM, etc.  
 
As another example, advertising portfolio schools are factories of normalcy.  The 
schools exist to teach you the right way to make ads.  Everyone who enters leaves 
thinking the same way.  But when everyone is thinking the same, no one is 
thinking.  
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For these reasons and many others (such as agency business models and self-
serving award shows), the Image Regime lacks an ability to create and a 
resistance to the present.  
 
As a result, the Image Regime lacks a guaranteed future. 
 
 
 
(6/14) THE CHALLENGE 
 
Earlier I said the groundwork for the Image Regime’s demise is almost complete:   

1. Its core power - the ability to persuade – is eroding. 
2. It’s lost relevancy with both the public and its clients. 
3. The public is revolting against it. 
4. And, as was just laid out, it lacks an ability to evolve. 

 
Such a dire context would lead anyone to believe the regime will not dominate 
marketing much longer.  But it will. 
 
That is, until a new marketing gospel replaces it.  
 
That’s why the groundwork is “almost” complete.   
 
A new way forward is the final piece. 
 
The challenge for any would-be suitors is as follows: 
 
How do you remove the complicated process, normalization of thought and 
repetition of solutions from the discipline of marketing and install a simple 
process that generates constant change and constant innovation? 
 
 
 
(7/14) RULES 
 
There is a field of science called cellular automation which theorizes that the building 
blocks of all life are rules.  The discipline is best described in the Wired article, “The 
Man Who Cracked the Code to Everything:” 
 

“At the time, the field of cellular automata, or CAs, oscillated between a 
science and a computer geek's plaything. CAs themselves are abstract 
systems that pose a spreadsheet-like universe in which individual cells 
move from one condition to another - for example, from dark to light - one 
click at a time, according to what rules have been set for this evolution. 
These rules determine the color of the cells in the next iteration, depending 
on the conditions of the current pattern. The word automata refers to the 
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nature of the process, in which the patterns on the grid evolve depending 
not on human intervention but on the rules themselves: Once the initial 
condition and those rules are set, all a person can do is sit back and watch.  
 
“The field was the brainchild of the legendary mathematician John von 
Neumann, at the suggestion of his friend Stanislaw Ulam. Von Neumann 
was interested in the idea of artificial life, particularly self-reproduction. 
His claim - which would be echoed by those who went on to study CAs - 
was that these systems should not be seen solely as mathematical 
abstractions but as stripped-down versions of the universe itself, wherein 
the pageant of cells turned on and off on a checkerboard (or computer 
screen) could actually stand for the mechanisms in the physical world.”  

 
In his book, A New Kind of Science, Stephen Wolfram, a prominent cellular automation 
scientist, took the computer-based theory of CA and proved its relevancy to the real 
world by exposing the mathematical rules behind many subjects in life.  Through 1,280 
pages, Stephen showed that all aspects of life – in all their complexity – can be explained 
by and emerge from simple rules.     
 
The spark for the book came in June 1984 when he printed out the results of a 2-D 
cellular-automata experiment using Rule 30.  This moment is recounted in the same 
Wired article: 
 

“When Wolfram studied the printouts on an airline flight from New York 
to London, he was thunderstruck. This experiment used the simplest of 
initial conditions - one darkened cell on the top row. And the process of 
generating future states was elementary. Yet Rule 30 yielded an eruption 
of the most complicated, seemingly random output imaginable. In fact, 
there seemed no end to it. As Wolfram studied it, he began to realize that 
there was something profound about how such complexity would arise 
from a simple program and began to wonder about the implications. 
Eventually, he would conclude that Rule 30 was not an anomaly but a 
crucial window into the way the world operated.” 

 
Stephen discovered that simple rules could be applied to an initial condition to 
create great change.  
 
In fact, this finding – simple rules applied to initial conditions create new conditions –
sheds light on the often hidden path to innovation.  Using Stephen’s work as a lense, we 
find that every innovation in life sits at the end of a basic four stage process: 
 
STAGE 1: Normal Rules Define the Initial Condition 
All life is defined by a set of normal rules (binary code, physics, DNA, political 
constitutions, religious commandments, social norms, etc.).  These rules – typically 
absolutes – dictate the present shape, thinking and/or behavior of a subject.   
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An example from science: 
“After about 1630…most physical scientists assumed that the universe was composed of 
microscopic corpuscles and that all natural phenomena could be explained in terms of 
corpuscular shape, size, motion, and interaction.  The nest of commitments proved to be 
both metaphysical and methodological. As metaphysical, it told scientists what sorts of 
entities the universe did and did not contain: there was only shaped matter in motion.  As 
methodological, it told them what ultimate laws and fundamental explanations must be 
like: laws must specify corpuscular motion and interaction, and explanation must reduce 
any given natural phenomenon to corpuscular conception action under these laws.  More 
important still, the corpuscular conception of the universe told scientists what many of 
their research problems should be.”  
Thomas Kuhn, Structure of Scientific Revolutions 
 
STAGE 2: A Crisis Emerges 
Eventually, these normal rules hit a wall – a problem – presented by their environment 
they cannot solve.  The outputs of these rules are incapable of overcoming the challenge.   
 
An example from society: 
China’s societal rule of “honor the past” has steadily crippled its civilization over the last 
300+ years.  Deeply rooted in respect for its past, China has enforced tradition so strongly 
that it has kept the country from advancing towards more effective, more efficient ways 
of living.  So as the world advances, China has suffered economically, socially and 
politically.  It’s only been recently, when China began to rethink its cultural dependency 
on the past that the country began to prosper.  (For more)  
 
STAGE 3: Rewrite 
Rules are rewritten so the entity can behave differently and overcome the problems posed 
by its environment.    
 
An example from technology: 
Apple rewrote the rules on how computers and people interact.  Prior to the Mac, people 
commanded the computer by typing in DOS language. But with the Mac’s graphical user 
interface, people could manipulate familiar images on the screen to achieve the same end.  
People didn’t command Macs; they played with them.  This new behavior opened the 
new world of desktop publishing and made computers laymen-friendly. (For more) 
 
STAGE 4: Trend 
If you progress away from the initial condition, you have to be moving towards 
something.  But progress doesn’t have a destination.  It simply has directions.  Five of 
them:  

1. Specialization – Degree of adaptation to a special function or environment. 
2. Socialization – Ability to cooperate with other organisms and share in mutual 

benefit. 
3. Complexity – Ability to perform increasingly complex activity.  
4. Diversity – Ability to exist in a variety of form. 
5. Ubiquity – Ability to exist in more places, over longer periods of time. 
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(Source: Kevin Kelly TED speech) 
 
An example from evolution:  

1. Specialization – Stem cells are written to perform certain functions.  Eyes, nose, 
hands etc are all groups of cells specialized in an activity. Slowly the body 
becomes a collection of specialized functions each making the person more 
capable of overcoming more environmental challenges.  

2. Socialization – Herd instinct found in animals, social structures developed by 
pack animals. 

3. Complexity – Monkeys and humans developing tools, Spiders spinning 
geometrically perfect webs with material stronger than most man made material, 
cacti creating water conservation systems, humans learning how to cook. 

4. Diversity – Viruses mutating: types of flu. 
5. Ubiquity – Humans used to live only by bodies of water. Now they can live in the 

middle of the desert and the middle of space. 
 
As the Image Regime did, a potential way forward may also blossom from one 
word:  rules.  
 
 
 
(8/14) THE NEW PROCESS FOR MARKETING 
 
From this simple-rule-based framework for innovation, we can deduce a new 
process for a new style of marketing that is simple and generates constant change 
and innovation: 
 
STEP 1: Identify the normal rules defining the current state/behavior of the subject 
(subject being society/culture, category, client, consumer group, product, product 
packaging, medium) 
 
These rules may be found on three levels: 

1. Personal: Rules unique to the subject; often self-imposed. 
Ex: Company rules, consumer mentality, product packing, software functionality, 
product functionality. 
 

2. Social:  Rules found in the relationships between subjects, often created together. 
Ex: Company/company relationships, social relationships (people and people), 
group dynamics (among group members), group/group relationships, 
company/customer relationships, people and products relationships (a.k.a produce 
experience), people/websites experience, etc.  
 

3. Extra-personal: Rules created by a larger body, often imposed on a subject. 
Ex: Culture, networks, language, government, etc.   
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STEP 2:  Identify the crisis: the challenge presented by the environment which the 
subject is incapable of solving due to its normal rules.  

 
STEP 3:  Identify which of five trends the subject wants to progress in and/or needs to 
gain more of to overcome the challenge:  Specialization, Socialization, Diversity, 
Complexity and/or Ubiquity. 

 
STEP 4: Identify the weak normal rule(s): the specific rules preventing progress and 
challenge resolution.   
 
STEP 5: Work with entire team to write possible new rules that create a “powerful 
positive good:” progress and challenge resolution. 

 
STEP 6: Agree on a new rule(s) and bring it(them) to life along all the 
dimensions/actions of effective marketing: invite, enter, engage, commit, depart and 
extend.  
 
 
 
(9/14) AS IN LIFE, AS IN BUSINESS 
 
While it is not hard to imagine innovation in business and marketing as a rule 
breaking activity, it may be harder to imagine the five trends as relevant.   
 
But they are. 
 
Business, marketing and content all trend in these five directions. 
 
Business 

1. Specialization – In an effort differentiate themselves from their competition, 
companies choose to specialize in a certain categorical output.  The fashion 
industry is a good example as each company tends to make everything from shoes 
to clothes to accessories. That said, these companies often specialize in certain 
outputs: Leather goods (Coach), shoes (Johnston & Murphy), organic clothing 
(Nude) not to mention specialization in certain styles.   

2. Socialization – Business has evolved from isolation to vertical integration to 
outsourcing to open-sourcing which shows how business is embracing the idea of 
partnering with other companies and people in mutual benefit. 

3. Complexity – Business started as simple trade and progressed to complicated 
systems of resource farming, production, manufacturing, organization distribution 
and output. 

4. Diversity – In search of profits, many companies expanded into new categories.   
5. Ubiquity – Many businesses have gone from local to regional to national to global 

and a few, like Virgin and TBS, have gone spacial. 
 
Marketing 
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1. Specialization – Marketing has created special techniques for persuasion in TV, 
online, outdoor, print, radio and word of mouth.   

2. Socialization – Marketing used to be one way. Now it’s two way. The whole talk 
of the industry today is interactivity and conversations.   

3. Complexity – To persuade people was once as simple as “sell yourself first; then 
the product.” Now it’s a complex process of motivation, USP, time, place, tone, 
mindset, conversations architectures, segmentations, etc.   

4. Diversity – What started out as a flyer nailed to a post, has become a rainbow of 
tactics: event marketing, PR, causal marketing, advertising, DM, DR, loyalty 
programs, banners, microsites, tip-ins, outdoor, guerilla, etc.  

5. Ubiquity – The world wasn’t always covered in ads.   
 
Content:   

1. Specialization – Content used to be directed at the masses because most broadcast 
was mass.  Now content is tailored to specific audiences.  On another level, we’ve 
produced so much content that we’ve created genres. A genre is a specialization 
in story.  If it’s a horror film you’ll see, it will probably be very good at building 
suspense and making pulses race.   

2. Socialization – Content was beamed at people by broadcasters.  Now, content 
comes in bit size formats that you can share with friends. And with shows like 
American Idol and other reality shows, people can now participate in them. 

3. Complexity – TV is a great example of this.  Old TV shows used to have single 
and linear story lines that started and ended in 30 minutes.  It took very little brain 
power to understand what was going on. Now with shows like Lost, 24, Heroes, 
CSI, shows have multiple story lines that jump around, have hidden meaning and 
don’t wrap up at the end of each episode.  

4. Diversity – Content used to be limited by form. Now comic books become TV 
shows become movies become soundtracks become toys become video games.  

5. Ubiquity – Satellites meant that content could be beamed all over the world. 
 
Furthermore, companies, marketing efforts and content which exhibit the greatest 
degrees of these trends are often the most admired: 
 
Google: 

1. Specialization: Becoming increasingly specialized in info management, ad sales, 
software development, etc. 

2. Socialization: Software is free, all programs work with each other, customizable 
search engines and has opened map source code allowing people to create 
mashups. 

3. Complexity: Gone from sorting data to creating it. Eventually they’ll be 
interpreting it with A.I.  

4. Diversity: Google Labs. 
5. Ubiquity:  Dominate online text ads and search, “Google” has become a verb. 

 
Dove’s “Campaign for Real Beauty” 

1. Specialization:  Bringing out people’s real beauty. 
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2. Socialization:  The viral “Evolution” video, Dove-created messages boards, UGC, 
sharing of personal stories, nature of the idea of “Real Beauty” has immense talk 
value.   

3. Complexity:  Redefining beauty in culture, breaking the feel-bad cycle of the 
beauty industry. 

4. Diversity: Ads, messages boards, foundations, photography exhibit. 
5. Ubiquity: intense media coverage. 

 
Heroes: 

1. Specialization:  Developing mystery. 
2. Socialization:  Heroes wiki, 9th Wonder, trading cards, discussion boards, 

character blogs, ARGs, RPGs 
3. Complexity:  Management of multiple storylines that play out across media. 
4. Diversity: Exist as comic books, as websites, spin-off TV show (Heroes: Origins 

in works), video games, trading cards, RPGs and ARGs. 
5. Ubiquity: Has become a part of pop culture & water cooler talk.   

 
 
 
(10/14) FROM MARKETERS TO HACKERS 
 
With this process, marketing becomes a straightforward but challenging activity 
of abstracting rules from a given reality, tinkering with them, rewriting them and 
producing a new reality.   
 
In other words, this process does something profound: it transforms marketers 
from image makers to hackers.    
 
To hack is to abstract nature so one may explore not the visible/outer “what” but the 
invisible/inner “why” and “how.”  It is the search for the nature of nature. In other words, 
the rules behind reality.  Once understood, a person can shape and reshape the rules of an 
existing nature so as to produce another nature, a second nature, a third nature…natures 
to infinity.      
 
But you can’t plug anyone into this process. Hacking requires a certain class of 
person with specific talents, mindsets and characteristics: 
 
Hacking needs hackers.  
  
Hacker – a term developed in 1960’s MIT to describe someone who went where he was 
not supposed to – is an outsider who comes into a system to play with and change it for 
the better.  Found in a variety of fields – advertising included – hackers are a subculture 
of clever and creative people who get a thrill from solving problems, overcoming limits 
and exercising their intelligence.   
 
Hackers… 
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1. Are passionate, dedicated people.  Hacking is done for fun. Though they may 
get rich doing it, money is not their motivation.  

2. Are like artists but different. Both create to improve life.  But while art is the 
criticism of life in the hopes of expanding a person’s sympathies, a hack is the 
creation of new realities that change the things “do.”  This is the difference 
between changing perception and changing behavior.   

3. Live in constant discontent.  To them, what is represented as being real is 
always partial, limited – perhaps even false. There is always a surplus of 
possibility expressed in the actual.  And hackers are frustrated when that 
possibility is not unlocked. 

4. Enjoy working on large, complex problems and have made an art form of 
navigating the intricate and opaque. 

5. Believe there is power in making others powerful. In its subculture, reputation 
is gained not by dominating others but by helping others. 

6. Believe in freedom so they are generous with their ideas, information and 
solutions. 

7. They have four virtues: creativity, intelligence, generosity, courage. 
8. Are skilled navigators and articulators of the virtual.  It is from the virtual that 

hackers make the actual abstract and are able to produce ever-new expressions 
of the actual.   

 
 
 
(11/14) IMAGE MAKERS CREATE IMAGE; HACKERS 
CREATE CHANGE 
 
It also important to note that the hacker has a foil: the ‘tool.”  
 
Like “hacker,” the term “tool” is from a 1960s M.I.T. A hacker lives outside the system 
learning about it; a tool live inside the system learning from it.  A tool cannot change the 
system because he lives within it.  Besides, he has no motive to do so: teaching 
newcomers to question the system undermines its value and his value.  But a hacker has 
no personal investment in or allegiance to any system.  The hacker is free.  So the hacker 
juxtaposes the tool as the instigator of change.    
 
In such a light, the image maker is a tool.  The hacker is his foil. 
 
For this reason, hackers – not image makers – will create the change needed to 
uplift, enhance and make relevant and effective again the discipline of marketing. 
Here are five reasons why:   
 

1. Hackers will bring a new mindset to the space. 
 
The principle role of image making is to make people feel they could be mentally, 
physically, socially or financially better off if they had X product. All ideas are 
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developed to the question, “Is this persuasive.”  In the end, if you are an image 
maker, you are a manipulator. 
 
The principle role of hacking is to make life better.*  All ideas are developed to 
the question, “Is this idea engaging and beneficial to the user?”  In the end, if you 
are a hacker, you are a contributor. 
 
(*Note:  All hacks do make like better by making contributions.  But the question 
is for whom?  This is a critical question I will explore this further in the next 
section.) 

 
2. Hackers will create real change because they will tinker with the gears of life: 

rules.    
 

All activity on earth is results from the adherence to and rewriting of rules.   To 
say that a company achieves something because of its essence – like Nike’s 
“Spirit of Competition” – is like saying that a stone fell because its “nature” drove 
it toward the center of the universe.  No.  The rock fell because of the rules of 
physics.  Essences are like ancient myths.  They are naïve, uninformed attempts at 
understanding and explaining the world.   
 
That said, to change the fortunes of anything in life, you have to change its rules.   

 
3. Hackers will open up the marketer’s playground. 
 

Hacking applies as much in physics as in packaging, in design as in politics, in 
computing as in philosophy.  The nature of any and every domain may be hacked 
because every domain is defined by rules.  This wide reach gives hackers 
credibility in innovating packaging, products, retails space, movies, business 
channels, revenue streams, TV shows, experiential branding etc. for their clients.   
 
Meanwhile, image makers make images.  They may come to the table with an 
idea for new packaging or a new revenue stream, but they bring no credibility in 
those areas.  They’re realm is image.   

 
4. Hacking enhances the creative process because it does not assume an answer. 

 
As mentioned earlier, hackers are free. Therefore, their hacks are free – from 
form.   
 

5. Hackers know acts are more impactful than facts. 
 
The difference between the output of image makers and hackers is the difference 
between pushing facts and creating acts. Facts represent the abstract & ideological 
– “This is a good product”…so the ads say. Acts represent the personal & 
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emotional – “I like this product” and “I can’t live without it”…so the experience-
generating hack reveals. 
 
When was the last time a person bought something for abstract and ideological 
reasons?  The truth is that how people engage facts is more important to achieving 
sales than what the facts represent.  Experiences personalize facts and emotionally 
connect people to them.  Motion – not perception – creates emotion.     
 
So while image makers create for experiences; hackers create experiences.   

 
 
 
(12/14) A CHOICE 
 
As mentioned earlier, all hacks make life better by making contributions.  But for whom? 
 
A hacker always faces a choice of creating one of two types of hacks:  
1. Predatory hacks: hacks that exploit others for personal gain. 
Ex:  Nick Lessons who hacked the stock market for personal gain. 
2. Generous hacks: hacks that contribute to the betterment of many. 
Ex: Linux. 
 
The choice is ultimately up the individual hacker. 
 
But often times, a situation can heavily influence that choice. 
 
Marketing finds itself in one of those situations.  
 
The Image Regime, it could be argued, is a fifty-year-old, overly replicated predatory 
hack.  
 
It rewrote the rules of marketing and ushered in a new reality for what happens in the 
space between people and companies.   
 
Unfortunately the activity in that space has been predatory.  For fifty years, image makers 
have taken people’s time, entertainment, sense of confidence, sense of adequacy, sense of 
the truth, environment’s beauty, musical hero’s authenticity, news sources’ objectivity, 
etc.   
 
All for the gains of their clients. 
 
It’s no wonder the public has such a bad taste in its mouth for these hucksters.   
 
If the field of marketing is to regain effectiveness and respect, it’s not enough to simply 
adopt the hacking mentality and process.  It must also shift away from predation and 
focus on giving.  It must create generous hacks.  
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I’m sure many people scoff at this thought. 
 
“How outlandish: marketing that gives. What a pile of bullshit. We have to sell products. 
We’re not here to help people.” 
 
People are entitled to that opinion. 
 
However, there is no reason that a generous hack cannot move product. In fact, generous 
hacks can do that and more.  They can encourage sales, create communities around a 
company/product, increase customer loyalty, generate truckloads of PR, drive word of 
mouth, create new revenue streams such as marketing people pay for, enhance a product 
experience thus making the product more valuable, create marketing that has enduring 
value (as opposed to marketing that lives for :30 seconds) and much more. 
 
Here is a list of generous hacks that have hit the public space with a bang.  Each one has 
garnered more press, public enthusiasm, customer loyalty levels of engagement and 
bottom line results than majority of image manipulating campaigns running right now: 

• Nike+iPod 
How it’s a generous hack: 

o System of Rules: Product experience 
o Rule:  You can only control your iPod with your hand. 
o Hack:  Link the foot’s activity the iPod activity. 
o Powerful Positive Good:  Enhanced product capability/value, creation of a 

vibrant community of runners. 
o Trend: Product even more geared towards runners (Specialization), people 

develop teams and challenge each other which has created primitive type 
of social network or competition ladder (Socialization) 

 
• Nike’s Run Hit Wonder 5K/10K 

How it’s a generous hack: 
o System of Rules: Product experience (Product being music) 
o Rule: If you want to listen to music while running, you need an MP3 

player and headphones. 
o Hack: Make music environmental.   
o Powerful Positive Good:  Helped make running fun and social, rather than 

grueling and anti-social.    
o Trend:  By changing a product experience rule, they opened up the 

potential of running’s “socialness” to give running a festival-like 
environment (Socialization) 

 
• Google giving away all their software  

How it’s a generous hack: 
o System of Rules:  Customer/company relationship 
o Rule: You have to sell the products you made.  
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o Hack:  Don’t make money off the products, make money off the user-
generated information from those products. 

o Powerful Positive Good:  Makes everyone a person of means. 
o Trend:  Certain programs have become very popular (Ubiquity), programs 

associated Google with a variety of utility (Diversity), allowed Google to 
get into mapping, book publishing, website development, social networks, 
etc. (Specialization), advances Google very far in its quest to manage all 
the world’s information (Complexity) 

 
• Apple giving away their iTunes software  

How this is a generous hack: 
o System of Rules:  Company  
o Rule: Product lines are made to be sold.    
o Hack: Give away expensive-to-develop, sophisticated product (iTunes) to 

help sell cheaper products (MP3s) 
o Powerful Positive Good:  Makes musical libraries more accessible and 

adds the valuable element of discovery to the music experience.  
o Trend: Made Apple central to the social currency of music (Socialization), 

Helped Apple get into the music business (Specialization), everyone has it 
(Ubiquity) 

 
• Dove’s “Campaign for Real Beauty”  

How it’s a generous hack: 
o System of Rules:  Culture 
o Rule:  Beauty products cover up flaws and make you better than you are. 
o Hack:  Beauty products reveal your true beauty.   
o Powerful Positive Good:  Broke the feel-bad cycle of the beauty industry 
o Trend: Changed the discourse of beauty (Socialization), helped make 

Dove a topic of conversation everywhere (Ubiquity), new behavior 
appeared as discussion board, a Self-Esteem Fund, commercials, PR, UGC 
(Diversity)  

 
• Hershey Factory in NYC 

How it’s a generous hack: 
o System of Rules:  Environment (assignment was to figure out what to do 

with billboard space Hershey bought) 
o Rule:  You can only view a billboard. 
o Hack:  Use the airspace that came with the billboard to create an 

experiential landmark. 
o Powerful Positive Good:  Turned urban spam into a fun, engaging, 

memorable experience.  
o Trend:  Created a experience for visitors to socialize with each other, the 

company and the products (Socialization), gave Hershey a enduring 
presence in Times Square (Ubiquity, throughout time that is) 

 
• BP’s L.A. eco-friendly gas station 
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How it’s a generous hack: 
o System of Rules:  Product functionality 
o Rule:  Gas stations sell gas. 
o Hack: A gas station is a lab. 
o Powerful Positive Good: Turned a blight on city into a beautiful work of 

art the contributed to the aesthetics and environmental health of the city; 
Made being green easy, attractive and inspiring.  

o Trend: Helped BP venture further into the green space (Specialization), 
gave credence to the idea  “green is good” (Socialization) 

 
• Dancing Bulls Wine’s “Guy’s Guide to Wine” 

How it’s a generous hack: 
o System of Rules: Personal relationships 
o Rule: Picking the right wine depends on a number of factors. 
o Hack:  Picking wine is simple.   
o Powerful Positive Good:  Helped guys feel more comfortable on dates. 
o Trend:  Helps guys figure out wine (Complexity), becoming a book to 

share and positioned Dancing Bull a catalyst for social situations 
(Socialization)   

 
• Target’s ClearRx system  

How it’s a generous hack: 
o System of Rules: Category rules, Packaging rules 
o Rule:  Patients must call their pharmacists to clear up questions regarding 

their medicine. 
o Hack:  Vital information about the prescription should be as close and as 

clear to the moment of consumption as possible.    
o Powerful Positive Good:  Made taking medication clearer and safer. 
o Trend: Target rebuilt its pharmaceutical operations so each bottle is 

tailored to its recipient (Specialization of product experience), helped 
position Target as a thought-leader in the pharmacy industry 
(Specialization of company). 

 
 
 

(13/14) THE WORKING RELATIONSHIP 
 
Now onto some more practical stuff. 
 
Companies wanting to create generous hacks can work with hackers in two basic 
ways: 
 
1. Releasing the potential value of the commodity’s environment to help sell the 
commodity. 
Companies sell commodities, and they want to sell a lot.  While the proliferation of 
commodities represents everything the hacker fights against – replication and 
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reproduction – it still offers an opportunity to invent new realities from the current 
reality.  
 
By hacking the commodity’s environment, a hacker may usher in a new reality that 
enhances the product experience and confers upon the commodity more value.   
 
The Hershey Factory in NYC’s Time Square is a good example.  The creative team was 
challenged to figure out what to do with a billboard the client had bought in Times 
Square.  The commodity to push: candy bars.   
 
Uninspired by the initial conditions of the media space, the team hacked the normal rules 
of the billboard to produce a new reality: the Hershey Factory.  This factory conferred 
upon the candy bars greater value because now they came with a memorable experience 
to share with friends and family.  
 
In the end, everyone got what they wanted: the client sold more commodities and the 
hacker produced a new reality.   
 
Such a working relationship also applies to product packing, websites, graphic identity, 
retail experience, the creation of complimentary products, etc.  
 
That said, another great example is Target’s ClearRx.  In a category known to be 
confusing, the ClearRx system offers clarity by rewriting the rules of prescription bottles. 
They turned an ignored, but ubiquitous, form of product packaging – the prescription 
bottle – into a unique, desirable product all its own.  In fact, people are switching 
pharmacies to have it.  (more) 
 
Other useful examples of hacked environments:  Dove’s “Campaign for Real Beauty,” 
Nike’s Run Hit Wonder, Dancing Bull’s Guys’ Guide to Wine, Google software, Apple 
iTunes, BP’s eco-friendly gas station. 
 
2. Releasing the potential value of a commodity by hacking it. 
But sometimes commodity producers need help finding new planes of possibility.  These 
clients have all the capital (monetary and industrial) necessary to produce new ideas – if 
only they had some.   
 
As mentioned earlier, hackers see the actual as partial, limited – perhaps even false. 
There is always a surplus of possibility expressed in the actual.  For this reason, hackers 
offer innovation-starved clients value by hacking into their products to rewrite their rules 
and recreate the commodity in a new form that has greater or different capability.   
 
An example is the Nike+iPod system.  Hackers took two existing products – running 
shoes and iPods – that were found in the same activities at the same time.  They hacked 
each product experience to produce a new unified reality: an iPod that responds to the 
activity of your feet.  Though the hackers resided inside the corporations, the principle is 
still relevant.   
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(14/14) HACKING HACKING 
 
Processes are authored so they may be replicated. And hackers hate replication.  So I 
acknowledge the act of developing a hacking process may seem like an inherent 
contradiction. 
 
But it is not.   
 
As mentioned before, hackers abstract a given reality to find the many possible realities 
latent in it.   But to stop at the level of abstraction is to deny the very thing a hacker 
ultimately wants to do: usher in a new reality.   
 
At some point the abstractions must take form.   
 
The thinking and process I have put forth in the preceding paragraphs are no more than 
one crystallized reality of many possible realities.  
 
However, this process structures itself to be a highly malleable one.  
 
If hackers believe everything can be and should be hacked, then the activity of hacking 
itself can be and should be hacked. 
 
Hacking doesn’t demand marketers operate one way as the Image Regime did.  Instead, it 
invites new styles of marketing to replace or stand side by side other styles.  It is a 
process that creates and promotes freedom, new realities, diversity and choice. 
 
For this reason, introducing hacking to marketing – a discipline fraught with rigidity and 
repetition – makes the greatest sense.  It is an approach that can constantly adjust to the 
changing world. 
 
Hacking is, as Felix Guattari says in the quotation that opens these posts, a human 
activity that auto-enriches its relation to the world in a continuous fashion. 


